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BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTING ECONOMICS FINANCE NAHAGENEHT NARlETING TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
"'· 
ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 14.00 16.00 1.00 13.00 44.00 
STDT CRDT HAS COS> 1,596.00 4,152.00 84.00 1,158.00 6,990.00 
STDT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS> 556.00 3,720.00 84.00 411.00 4,551.00 
STDT CAD NR NONTENCOS) 1,260.00 432. 00 747.00 2,439.00 
AVG SUE COS> 38.00 86.62 28. 00 32.38 53.79 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 37.33 103. 50 28.00 34.40 74. 00 
AVG SIZE NONTEN con 38.18 36.00 31.12 35.34 
TOTAL SECTIONS 14. 00 16.00 1.00 13.00 44. 00 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 1,596.00 4,152.00 84. 00 1,158.00 6,990.00 
UPPER LEVEL UGAAD CNO lOOGl 
"'· 
ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 20,00 7. 00 15. 00 U.00 14.00 101.00 
STDT CADT HAS COS> 1,761.00 774.00 1,161.00 5,065.00 1,509.00 10,270.00 
STDT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS) 1,107.00 774.00 900.00 3,195.00 735.00 6,711.00 
STOT CAD HR NONTENCOS) 654, 00 261.00 1,870.00 774.00 3,559.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 34,20 36.85 26.46 37. 73 35.92 35.04 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 33.28 36.85 25.83 36 .10 35.00 33.72 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 36.33 29.00 40.83 36,85 37.96 
TOTAL SECTIONS 24. 00 8.00 15.00 52.00 18, 00 117. 00 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 1,781.00 778.00 1,161.00 5,100.00 1,584.00 10,404.00 
lOOG LEVEL 
••• ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 3. 00 7.00 12. 00 9.00 10.00 41.00 STDT CADT HAS COSl 237. 00 495,DO 1,473.DD 654.00 849.00 3,708.00 
STDT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS) 237.00 495.00 816.0D 558.00 678,00 2,784.0D 
STDT CAO HA NONTENCOS) 657.00 96.00 171.00 924.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 26.66 23. 71 40.91 24.22 28. 30 30.19 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 26.66 23, 71 30.22 25.25 28.25 26.57 
AVG SIZE NONTEN <OSl 73. 00 32. 00 28.50 51.33 
TOTAL SECTIONS 3. 00 7. 00 12. 00 9.00 10,00 41,00 
TOTAL STOT CADT HRS 237. 00 495.00 1,473.00 654.00 849. 00 3,708.00 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
••• ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 1.00 1.00 2. 00 4, 00 STDT CRDT HAS COS> 81. 00 57. 00 138.00 276. 00 
$TOT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS> 81,00 57,00 138.00 276. 00 
STDT CAD NA NONTENCOS) 
AVG SIZE COS) 27. 00 19. 00 23. 00 23. 00 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 27. 00 19. 00 23. 00 23. 00 
AVG SIZE NONTEN (OS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 4.00 1.00 5. 00 1.00 11. 00 
TOTAL STDT CAOT HRS 135.00 57,00 176. 00 3. 00 371.00 
TOTALS 
••• ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 38.00 30 .oo 29. 00 69.00 24. 00 190 .00 STOT CADT HRS CO$) 3,675.00 5,421.00 2,775.00 7,015.00 2,358,00 21,244.00 
STDT CAD HR TEN/TTCOS> 1,761.00 4,989.00 1,857.00 4,302.00 1,413.00 14,322.00 
STDT CRD HA NONTENCOS) 1,914.00 432,00 918, 00 2,713.00 945.00 6,922.00 
AVG SIZE COS) 34.81 60 .33 32.24 34.53 32,75 38.08 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 32.61 64.07 27.34 33. 01 31.40 37.99 
AVG SIZE NONTEH COS) 37,52 36.00 51.00 37.30 35.00 38.29 
MAX SIZE COS) aa.oo 214. 00 104.00 113, 00 45, 00 214.00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 45. 00 31.00 29. 00 79. 00 29. 00 213.00 
TOTAL STOT CADT HAS 3,749.00 5,425.00 2.775.00 7,088.00 2,436.00 21,473.00 
XTENnT SCH LL COS> 21. 05 89.59 100.00 35.49 65.10 
XTEN/TT SCH UL COS> 62.86 100.00 77.51 63,07 48.70 65.34 
XTENnT SCH ALL UL(OS) 67,26 100.00 65 .14 65.62 59.92 67.92 
%TEN/TT SCH lOOG COS> 100.00 100.00 55.39 8S.32 79,85 7S.08 
XTEN/TT SCH GRAD COS) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
%TEN/TT SCH TOTALCOS) 47.91 92,03 66.91 61.32 59.92 67.41 
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EDUCATION 
CURR a lNSTR ED LEADER PSYCH a FND TEACHING HPELS SPECIAL ED TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 17,00 4. 00 u.oo 75. 00 109.00 
STDT CRDT HRS COS> 1,482.00 106.00 1,374.00 6,573.00 9,535.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 594.00 10.00 1,206.00 3,6157,00 5,537.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOSJ HI.DO 36. 00 168.00 2,906.00 3,998.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 29.51 13.25 51.S:S 37.24 36.87 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 29.57 17.50 51.16 42.97 42 .12 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 29.60 9. DO 56.00 52.48 31. 51 
TOTAL SECTIONS 18. 00 4. 00 13. 00 76.00 111. 00 
TOTAL STOT CROT 
"'' 
1,533.00 106.00 1,374.00 6,579.00 9,592.00 
UPPER LEVEL UGRAD CNO lOOG) 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 45.00 4. 00 23.00 8.00 59.00 6. 00 145.00 
STDT CRDT HRS COS> 2,675.00 9'1.00 1,868.00 96.00 3,132.00' 622, 00 8,492.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TT(OS) 2,251.00 75, 00 1,628,00 78, 00 1,131.50 320.00 6,183.50 
STDT CAO HR NONTENCOS) 424.00 24. 00 240.00 18. 00 1,300.50 302.00 2,508.50 
AVG SIZE COS) 2D.20 a.so 31.43 2. 00 22,38 51.83 22.85 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 23.78 8.66 33,21 2,60 22 .14 53.33 24,44 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COSl 11.38 8. 00 23. 00 1.00 22.67 50 .33 19, 83 
TOTAL SECTIONS 48.00 4. 00 34.00 66.00 94. 00 6.00 252. 00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
"" 
2,712.00 99. 00 2,131.00 2,856,00 3,965.00 622.00 12,385,00 
- lOOG LEVEL 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 29.00 3. 00 !i.50 9, 00 24. 00 12.00 82.50 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 1,797.00 117,00 535.50 733, 00 1,598.00 750.00 5,530.50 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 1,743.00 78. 00 433.50 532. 00 925.00 495.00 4,206.50 
STOT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 54.00 39. 00 102.00 201.00 673.00 255.00 1,324.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 22,00 13. DO 32,45 31. 00 25,79 20,83 24,21 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 22,96 13. 00 32,11 30,28 25.46 18.33 24.02 
AVG StZE NONTEN COS> 9.00 13. 00 34.00 33.50 26.33 28.33 25.22 
TOTAL SECTIONS 32.00 3. 00 6.50 9. 00 :SO.DO 24. 00 104.50 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
"" 
1,921,00 117, DO 549.50 733. 00 1,137.00 1,032.00 6,189,50 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) u.oo 23. 00 12.00 22. 00 3, 00 73.00 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 132. 00 716.00 350. 00 647.00 u.oo 1,908.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 120.00 392. 00 350, 00 505.00 63.00 1,430.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS> 12. 00 324. 00 142.00 478.00 
AVG SIZE COSl 4.:u 10.56 10. 83 13.40 7.00 10, 21 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 4, 72 8. 43 10,83 11. 75 1. 00 9.06 
AVC'ii SIZE NONTEN COS> 2.50 15.42 17.83 14.66 
TOTAL SECTIONS 42. 00 61. 00 24. 00 ,.oo 51.00 18,00 205,00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
"" 
323.00 1,023.00 436,00 143.00 859.00 117, 00 2,881.00 
TOTALS 
NO. ORGANIZED SECT(OSl 104.00 34, 00 53.50 17. 00 180.00 21. 00 409.50 
STDT CRDT HRS COS> 6,086.00 1,038.00 4,127.50 829. 00 11,950.00 1,435.00 25,465.50 
STOT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS> 4,708.00 615. 00 3,617.50 610.00 6,928.50 878, 00 17,357, 00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 1,378.00 423. 00 510, 00 219, 00 5,021.50 557. 00 8,108.50 
AVG SIZE (OS> 20.25 10.85 31. 80 17.35 27.93 27. 71 24.62 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 21. 29 9.65 31, 98 18. 75 28, 18 23. 06 24,64 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 17.29 13.36 30.33 14, 00 27.62 39.33 24.58 
MAX SIZE COS> 32.00 25.00 132.00 35. 00 301.00 58, 00 :SOI.OD 
TOTAL SECTIONS 140.00 72 .OD 77,50 84. 00 251. 00 48. 00 672.50 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 6,489.00 1,345.00 4,490.50 3,732.00 13,220.00 l, 771. 00 51,047.50 
XTEN/TT SCH LL (OS) 40. 08 66.03 81, 11 55.78 58,07 
XTEN/TT SCH UL COS) 84 .14 75,75 87, 15 81.25 58, 47 51.44 72,81 
XTEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOSl 89.31 70.85 85. 77 73,58 58. 27 59.40 74.09 
XTEN/TT SCH 100G COS) 96.99 
"·" 
80.95 72.57 57.88 66,00 76,06 
XTEN/TT SCH 6RAD (OSJ 90.90 54. 74 100.00 78,05 100.00 74,94 
XTEN/TT SCH TOTAL(OSJ 77.35 59.24 87.64 71.58 57.97 61.18 68.15 
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' HUNAHITIES 
ART COHMUHICATH COMM DISORDA THEATRE 
'"' 
LANQ/LIT MODERN LANG PHILO a REL MUSIC TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
"'· 
ORGANIZED SECT<OS) 29.69 62. 00 u.oo 52. 00 37. 00 19. 00 74. 00 286, 69 
STDT CADT HAS COSJ 1,866.18 4,084.00 1,128.00 3,116.00 1,622.00 2,628.00 3,015.00 11,157.11 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOSJ 1,119.69 1,288.50 801.00 1,752.00 984. 00 2,214,00 1,620.00 9,779.19 
STDT CAD HA NONTENCOSJ 744.49 2,795.50 327.00 2,064.00 638.00 414.00 1,393.00 8,377.99 
AVG SIZE COS) 20,95 22, 77 30.15 24.46 U.40 46 .10 23.08 23.64 
AV& SIZE TEN/TT COSl 19.98 24.82 25. 72 2!Ll9 11, 77 49.20 21.15 23.97 
AVG SIZE NONTEH COSl 22.,0 21.96 54.50 23,72 15.10 34.50 25.41 23.25 
TOTAL SECTIONS 29.69 63,00 42. 00 52.00 38.00 19. 00 130, 00 373,69 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 1,166.18 4,091.00 1,161.00 3,816.00 1,630.00 2,628.00 3,419.00 11,611.18 
UPPER LEVEL UGRAD CHO 1006) 
"'· 
ORGANIZED SECTCOSJ 30 .00 14.00 13. 00 7. 00 6.00 12. 00 u.oo 5.00 100.00 
STDT CADT HAS CDS) 766.00 789,00 1,307.00 249.00 303.00 511.00 654, 00 88,00 4,667.00 
STDT CAD HR TENITTCOSJ 671.00 642. 00 927. 00 249,00 303.00 433. 00 654. 00 64.00 3,943,00 
STDT CAD HA NOHTENCOS) 95.00 147.00 380.00 78. 00 24.00 724. 00 
AVG SIZE COSl 8.60 18. 78 41, 07 11.15 16.83 14. 75 16,76 9.60 16.82 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COSJ 1.92 17.H 53.42 11,15 16,83 15, 10 16.76 10.00 16. 71 
AVG SIZE HONTEN COSl 7.00 24.50 26.66 13. 00 1. oo 17.37 
TOTAL SECTIONS 44. 00 22.00 14,00 U.00 9. 00 15. 00 15. 00 5, 00 137.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 127. 00 118.00 1,321.00 295.00 311.00 769,00 660. 00 88.00 5,019.00 
1006 LEVEL 
, .. ORGANIZED SECT{QS) 6. 00 30.00 5.00 5.00 26. 00 13. 00 1.00 26. 00 112.00 
STOT CRDT HRS COSJ 363.00 2,079.00 521. 00 153.00 1,599.00 561. 00 66.00 392.00 5,734.00 
STDT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS) 189.00 1,887.00 404.00 129.00 1,473.00 534.00 66. 00 308.00 4,990.00 
STDT CAD HR NONTEN(OSl 174. 00 192,00 117. 00 24.00 126. 00 27. 00 84,00 744. 00 
AV& SIZE COS) 20.16 23.13 39.00 10.20 20. 50 14,69 22. 00 11.76 18,86 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 21. 00 23.33 39.00 10. 75 20,45 15.16 22. 00 11.10 19.04 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COSl 19.33 21.33 39. 00 8.00 21. 00 9.00 14. 00 17.88 
TOTAL SECTIONS 6. 00 35, 00 5.00 24.00 28. 00 16. 00 1.00 65. 00 180.00 
TOTAL STOT CRDT HRS 363. 00 2,161.00 521.00 231.00 1,619.00 568.00 66.00 579. 00 6,108, 00 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
, .. ORGANIZED SECTCOSl 1.00 7.00 22. 00 4.00 5.00 2. 00 4. 00 45. 00 
STDT CADT HRS COS) 2. 00 183. 00 401.00 120.00 75. 00 33. 00 67.00 888.00 
STDT CAD HR TEN/TTCOS) 2.00 183.00 406.00 120.00 75.00 33.00 67.00 886.00 
STDT CAD HR NONTEHCOSl 2. 00 2.00 
AVG SIZE COS) 1.00 8. 71 10 .22 10.00 s.20 5.50 7. 25 1,73 
AV& SIZE TEN/TT COS) 1.00 8. 71 10 .61 10.00 6.2!1 5.50 7.25 9.06 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 2. 00 1.00 1.50 
TOTAL SECTIONS 5. 00 12,00 43. 00 2. 00 11. 00 'Jl,00 2.00 47.00 131.00 
TOTAL STDT CROT HRS 14.00 201.00 680. 00 171.00 84. 00 33.00 231.00 1,414.00 
TOTALS 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 66.69 113.00 40. 00 25. 00 88,00 67. 00 35.00 109.00 543.69 
$TOT CADT HRS COS> 2,997.18 7,135.00 2,236.00 1,530.00 5,838.00 2,769.00 3,381.00 3,560.00 29,446.18 
STDT CAD HR TEH/TTCOSJ 1,981.69 4,000.50 1,737.00 1,179.00 3,648.00 2,026, 00 2,967.00 2,059.00 19,598.19 
STDT CAD HR NONTENCOSJ 1,015.0 3,134.50 499.00 351.00 2,190.00 743. 00 414.00 1,501.00 9,847.99 
AVG SIZE COS) 15, 02 21.50 2s.as 21. 04 22.11 13.28 32,20 19.18 20.16 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COSJ 13.84 21. 09 23.53 18.59 21. 33 12,85 31. 90 17 .66 19. 42 
AVG SIZE NOHTEN (OS) 17.98 22. 05 25.12 39.00 23.54 14.36 34.50 22.76 21. 87 
MAX SIZE COS) 70,00 54.00 86.00 59.00 35. 00 30.00 122 .00 64. 00 122. 00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 84.69 132. 00 62. 00 81. 00 100,00 78. 00 37.00 247. 00 121. 69 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 3,070.18 7,271.00 2,522.00 l,'87.00 5,917.00 3,051.00 3,387.00 4,317.00 31,222,18 
UEN/TT SCH LL COS) 59.99 31. 54 71.01 45. 91 60.66 84.24 53.76 55.15 
%TEN/TT SCH UL COS> 17.59 81.36 10, 92 100.00 100. 00 84. 73 100.00 72. 72 84.48 
%TEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOSl 76.17 88.17 72,81 94.02 93.37 90.20 100.00 77,50 85.88 
UEN/TT SCH lOOG COS) 52. 06 90. 76 77.54 84,31 92 .12 95.18 100,00 78.57 87. 02 
):"TEN/TT SCH GRAD COS) 100.00 100.00 99.50 100. 00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.77 
XTEH/TT SCH TOTALCOSJ 66.ll 56.06 77,68 77.05 62.48 73.16 87.75 57.83 66.55 
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BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY COMPUTER SCI EARTH SCI IHD TECH MATHEMATICS PHYSICS TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS} so .oo 18.00 15. DD 20.00 11.DD 36. 00 12. 00 162.00 
STDT CRDT HRS (0Sl 3,889.00 1,805.00 1,252.00 1,968.00 724. 00 4,410.00 1,150.00 15,198.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TT(OS) 2,129.00 517. 00 901. 00 1,578.00 411.DD 2,419.00 850.00 8,585.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTEN(OS) 1,760.00 1,218.00 351. 00 590.00 313.00 1,991.00 :uo.oo 6,613.00 
AVG SIZE (OS) 27.90 25.66 26,20 29.45 20.36 38.72 26.00 29.43 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS) 35.35 23.33 25, 09 21.12 U.14 35.19 25.77 29.44 
AVG SUE NONTEN (OS) 23.52 26.83 29 .ZS 35.21 24. 25 43.66 26.66 29 .42 
TOTAL SECTIONS 50. 00 ll. 00 LS. 00 25. OD 11.00 36.00 12.00 1'7.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HAS 3,889.00 l,80S.OO 1,252.00 2,260.00 724.00 4,410.00 l,lS0,00 15,490.00 
UPPER LEVEL UGRAD <NO lOOGl 
HO. ORGANIZED SECT<OS) 33, 00 8.00 8. 00 7.00 15.00 14. 00 5. 00 90 .00 
STDT CRDT HRS (OS) 2,197.00 629.00 362. 00 358.00 737.00 1,032.00 264.00 5,579.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS} 1,317.00 629.00 562. 00 124.00 528.00 624. 00 134.00 3,718,00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 880, OD 234.00 209. 00 408. 00 130.00 1,861.00 
AVG SIZE (OS) ll ,81 28.12 25.12 22.42 11.26 25.14 20.60 21.30 
AVG SIZE TEIVTT COS) 16.72 28.12 23. 12 13.33 16.63 26. 00 12.66 19 ,81 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 22.73 29.25 22.75 24. 00 32.50 24,67 
TOTAL SECTIONS 75,00 13. 00 12.00 10. 00 25.00 21. 00 9.00 163.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 2,290.00 641. 00 375.00 364.00 111. 00 1,057.00 272.00 5,776.00 
· 100G LEVEL 
HO. ORGANIZED SECT(OS) 11. 00 6.00 7.00 6. 00 29.00 17.00 6. 00 82.00 
STDT CRDT HRS (OS) 675. 00 323. 00 420.00 214. 00 1,389.00 1,084.00 215.00 4,318.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 673. DO 323, 00 218,00 214.00 9l!LOO 1,084.00 215.00 5,712.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTEN(OS) 132.00 474.00 606.00 
AVG SIZE (OS> 18.27 17.00 20 .00 11.33 15.96 20.51 11.16 16.96 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 18.27 17.00 19.20 11,33 U.86 20.58 11.16 16,28 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 22.00 22,57 22.44 
TOTAL SECT IONS 11 ,OD 6.00 8.00 9. 00 30.00 18.00 11. 00 93.00 
TOTAL STOT CRDT HRS 675.00 323.00 423.00 224.00 1,392.00 1,087.00 235.00 4,357.00 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
HO. ORGANIZED SECT(OS> 8. 00 3. 00 1.00 7. 00 5. 00 3. 00 27.DD 
STDT CRDT HRS COS> 147.00 32.00 24.00 121.00 93. 00 96.QO 520,00 
STOT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 147.00 30.00 24.00 128.00 93.00 96. 00 518.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTEN(OS) 2.00 2. 00 
AVG SIZE (OS) 9.12 4.00 8.00 7.00 6.20 10.66 7.59 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS) 9 .12 5.00 a. oo 7 .oo 6.20 10.66 1. 80 
AVG SIZE NONTEN (OS> 2 .oo 2. 00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 37,00 10.00 4.00 3. 00 18.00 14. 00 6.00 92.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 252. 00 56.00 40.00 l7. 00 189.00 113.00 103.00 110,00 
TOTALS 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOSJ 102. 00 55. 00 31. 00 53.00 62.00 72. 00 26.00 361.00 
STDT CRDT HRS (OS) 6,906,00 2,789.00 2,058.00 2,540.00 2,978.00 6,619.00 1,725.00 25,615.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS> 4,266.00 1,499.00 1,575.00 1,716.00 1,982.00 4,220.00 1,275.00 16,533.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 2,640.00 1,290.00 483. 00 824.00 996.00 2,399.00 450.00 9,082.00 
AVG SIZE (OS> 22,45 22,88 23, 41 24.66 16,29 29.54 19. 76 22.94 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 21.82 21.68 22. 60 21.26 14.12 26.03 17.57 20. 88 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 23.31 24.92 26.83 32.76 23.06 38.04 29.00 27.46 
MAX SIZE CDS> 101.00 55. 00 41. 00 11. 00 35,00 73. 00 43.00 101.00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 173.00 47.00 39.00 47.00 82.00 89.00 38.00 515,00 
TOTAL STOT CRDT HRS 7,104.00 2,825.00 2,090.00 2,865.00 3,082.00 6,667.00 1,760.00 26.393.00 
%TEN/TT SCH LL (OS> 54. 74 28.64 71.96 70.02 56.76 54.85 72.17 56.48 
%TEN/TT SCN UL (OS) 59.94 100.00 100.00 34,63 71. 64 60 .46 so. 75 66,64 
%TEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOS) 69.33 100.00 83.12 59.09 67.87 80. 71 72,86 75.07 
%TEN/TT SCH lOOG (OS> 100.00 100.00 68,57 100.00 65.87 100.00 100.00 85.96 
XTEN/TT SCH GRAD (OS> 100.00 93.75 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.61 
¾TEN/TT SCH TOTALCOS) 61. 77 53.74 76.53 67,55 66,55 63.75 75.91 64.54 
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SOCIAL ANO IEHAVIOAAL SCIENCES 
DES,FAM,CS GlEOGRAPHY HISTORY POL SCI PSYCHOLOQY SOCIAL WORK SOC,ANT ,CAI TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
HO. ORGANIZED SECT{OSl 20.00 14.00 34. 00 12.00 1.00 11.00 25. 00 123.00 
STDT CRDT HAS COS) 3,10,.00 2,526.00 4,443.00 1,176.00 1,571.00 573. 00 3,273.00 16,675.0D 
STOT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS) 1,'90.00 1,875.00 3,375.00 957. 00 1,350.00 447. 00 2,697.00 12,391.00 
$TOT CRD HA NONTENCOS) 1,416.00 651. 00 1,ou.00 219.00 228.00 126. 00 576.00 4,284.00 
AV8 SlZE COS) 51. 45 59.21 44.38 32.66 75.14 17 .36 43.64 45.26 
AV8 SIZE TEN/'TT COS) 55. 70 68.00 41.17 31.90 90.00 16.55 44.95 45.48 
AVG SIZE NONTEN {OS) 47.20 43.40 59.U 36.50 H.DD 21.00 38.40 44.62 
TOTAL SECTIONS 24. 00 14. 00 34.00 12 .00 8.00 11.00 25.00 128. 00 
TOTAL STOT CADT HRS 3,314.00 2,526.00 4,40.00 1,176.00 1,581.00 573.00 3,273.00 16,886.00 
UPPER LEVEL UGAAD CNO 1006) 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOSl 9. 00 8. DO 25.00 25. 00 15.50 5. 00 20,00 105,50 
STDT CRDT NAS COS) 816,00 561, 00 1,715,00 2,070.00 1,568, 00 2U.OO 1,139.00 8,082.00 
STDT CRO HA TEN/'TTCOS) 683.00 561.00 1,148.00 1,932.00 1,097.00 2U.OO 1,139.00 6,773.00 
STDT CRD NA NONTENCOSl U3.D0 567. 00 U8.oo 471.0D 1,309,00 
AVG SIZE COS> 29,66 23,37 26,21 27.60 30.83 14,20 19.55 25,46 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 33.76 23.37 24.'2 28, 00 25.68 14.20 19.55 24.47 
AV& SIZE NONTEN COS) 19.00 29.85 23. 00 52.U 31.68 
TOTAL SECTIONS 24.00 12.00 29, 00 29. 00 16. 50 12. 00 32.00 154. 50 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 1,u6.oo 588.00 1,728.00 2,126.00 1,571.00 498. 00 1,189.00 8,836.00 
·100G LEVEL 
HO. ORGANIZED SECT{OS) 6. 00 8. 00 15, 00 3. 00 21. 00 u. 00 16. 00 82.00 
STDT CROT HAS COS) 425.00 504.00 1,359.00 174, 00 1,746.00 982.00 1,320.00 6,510.00 
STDT CAD HA TEN/TTCOS) 287. DD 450. DD 1,257.00 42. 00 1,569.00 768,00 1,305.00 5,678.00 
STDT CRD HA NONTENCOS) U8.00 54.00 102, 00 U2.D0 177, 00 214.00 15. 00 832.00 
AVG SIZE COS) 24,50 21. 00 30,20 19.33 27, 71 25.92 27. 50 26.64 
AVG SIZE TEN/'TT COS> 25.25 21. 42 32.23 14, 00 26.15 25.70 29. DO 27 .12 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 23. 00 18. 00 17.00 22. 00 59. 00 26.66 5. 00 23,83 
TOTAL SECTIONS 12. 00 9,00 17.00 7.00 H,00 14.00 22.00 119.00 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 527. 00 539.00 1,380.00 195.00 1,987.00 1,030.00 1,345.00 7,003.00 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOSl 4. 00 3.00 2. 00 9, 00 8.00 4. 00 30.00 
STDT CADT HRS COS) 45. 00 102.00 61.00 181. 00 508.00 48. 00 945.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOSl 45. 00 102.00 61. 00 111. 00 534.00 48.00 771.00 
STDT CRO HR NONTENCOSl 174.00 174.00 
AVG SIZE COSl 3,75 11.u 15.50 1,11 19. 00 4.50 10 .66 
AVG SIZE T&:N/TT COS) 3.75 11,35 15.50 7.77 18.80 4.50 9.70 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 19,33 19,U 
TOTAL SECTIONS 9, 00 14, 00 5. 00 32,00 15. 00 19. 00 94.00 
TOTAL STDT CROT ,RS 58. 00 U2,00 76.00 296.00 646. 00 110.00 1,311.00 
TOTALS 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 35. 00 34. 00 75, 00 42. 00 52,50 37, 00 65. DO 340.50 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 4,347.00 3,636.00 7,619.00 3,481.00 5,073.00 2,276.00 5,780.00 32,212,00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOSl 2,660.00 2,931.00 5,882,00 2,992.00 4,197.00 1,762.00 5,189.00 25,613.00 
STDT CRD HA NONTENCOS) 1,687.00 705.00 1,737.00 489.00 876,00 514.00 591.00 6,599.00 
AVG SIZE (OS) 41.22 35.26 34.65 27.88 31. 54 20.29 29.84 31.59 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 42.80 34.42 33.33 28.00 29.35 19.68 29.54 30.56 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 39. 00 39.16 39.93 27.16 48.66 22,50 32.83 36.28 
MAX SIZE COS) 216.00 215, 00 122. DO 45.00 151. OD 43. 00 127.00 216.00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 60.00 44.00 94. 00 53.00 94.50 52. 00 98.00 495.50 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 4,977.00 3, 71 l. 00 7,683.00 5,573.00 5,435.00 2,747.00 5,917.00 34,043.00 
!!:TEN/TT SCH LL COS> 54.41 74, 22 75.96 81.37 85.55 78. 01 82.40 74.30 
!!:TEN/TT SCH UL COS) 83. 70 100.00 66,93 93.33 0.96 100.00 100.00 83.80 
!!:TEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOS) 78. 16 94. 92 78,23 87.96 80,44 82. 09 99.38 85.52 
UEN/TT SCH lOOG COS) 67,52 89.28 92.49 24,U 89.86 78.20 98.86 87.21 
!l:TEN/'TT SCH GRAD COS> 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 65.74 100.00 81.58 
!!:TEN/TT SCH TOTALCOS) 61.U 80. 61 11.20 85.95 82. 73 77.41 89. 77 79.51 
C0047001 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 
STDT CADT HAS COS} 
STDT CAD HA TEH/TTCOS> 
STDT CAD HA NOHTEHCOS) 
AVG SIZE COS> 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STDT CAOT HAS 
UPPEA LEVEL UGRAD CHO 1006) 
NO. OAGAHIZED SECTCOS) 
STDT CRDT HAS COS> 
STDT CRD HA TEH/TTCOS> 
STDT CAD HR NOHTENCOS> 
AVG SIZE COS} 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS) 
AVG SIZE HONTEN COS) 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HAS 
· 1006 LEVEL 
HO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 
STDT CAD HR TEN/TTCOS) 
STDT CAD HR NONTENCOS) 
AVG SIZE COS> 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS> 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STDT CROT HAS 
GAADUATE LEVEL 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 
STDT CADT HAS COS) 
STDT CAD HR TEN/TTCOS) 
STOT CAO HR NONTEHCOS> 
AVG SIZE COS) 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 
AVG SIZE NONTEH COS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STDT CADT HRS 
TOTALS 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 
STDT CAD HR TEN/TTCOS) 
STDT CAD HR N0NTEN(0S) 
AVG SIZE COS> 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COSl 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 
MAX SIZE COS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 
XTEN/TT SCH LL COS> 
XTEN/TT SCH UL COS) 
%TEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOS) 
XTEN/TT SCH lOOG COS) 
XTEN/TT SCH GRAD COSl 
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QRAND TOTAL OF ALL COLLEGES 
BUSINESS EDUCATION HUMANITIES NATURAL SC soc a BEH s OTHER TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERQRAD 
··-
ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 44.00 109.00 286.69 162.00 123.00 25. 00 749.69 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 6,990.00 9,535.00 18,157.18 15,198.00 16,675.00 2,217.00 68,772.18 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS> 4,5!H.OO 5,537.00 9,779.19 8,sas.oo 12,391.00 924.00 41,767.19 
STDT CRD HR NONTEN(OS> 2,439.00 3,998.00 8,377.99 6,613.00 4,284.00 1,295.00 27,004.99 
AVG SIZE COS> 53.79 $6.87 25.64 29.4$ 45.26 50.32 32.3!1 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 74.00 42.12 23.97 29.44 4!1.48 22.07 34.49 
AVG SIZE NONTEN (OS> 55.34 31, 51 23.25 29.42 44.62 40,81 29.58 
TOTAL SECTIONS 44, 00 111. 00 $73.69 167. 00 128, 00 53.00 876.69 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
"" 
6,990.00 9,592.00 18,611.18 15,490.00 16,886.00 S,348.00 70,917.18 
UPPER LEVEL UGRAD CNO lOOG) 
··-
ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 101.00 145.00 100.00 90. 00 105.50 12, 00 553. 50 
STDT CRDT HRS COS> 10,270.00 8,492.00 4,667.00 5,579,00 8,082, 00 586.00 37,676.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 6,711.00 6,183.50 3,943.00 3,718.00 6,773.00 402. 00 27,7$0.50 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 3,559.00 2,308.50 724. 00 1,861.00 1,309.00 184.00 9,945.50 
AVG SIZE COS) 35- 04 22.85 16.82 21. 30 25-46 18.33 24.13 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS) 33.72 24.44 16. 71 19.81 24.47 19. 71 23.65 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 37.96 19.83 17.37 24. 67 31.H 16.40 25.50 
TOTAL SECTIONS 117,00 252.00 137. 00 163.00 154.50 18.00 841.50 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
"" 
10,404.00 12,385.00 5,089.00 5,776.00 B,136.00 685.00 43,175.00 
-1006 LEVEL 
··-
ORQANIZED SECT(OS) 41.00 82.50 112. 00 82. 00 82.00 399 .50 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 3,708.00 5,530.50 5,734.00 4,318.00 6,510.00 25,800.50 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TT(OS) 2,784.00 4,206.50 4,990.00 3,712.00 5,671.00 21,$70.50 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOSJ 924. 00 1,324.00 744. 00 606.00 832. 00 4,430.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 30. 19 24.28 18,86 16.96 26.64 22.35 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS> 26.57 24.02 19, 04 16.28 27.12 21. 85 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 51.33 25.22 17.88 22.44 23.83 25.06 
TOT AL SECTI OMS 41. 00 104.50 180. 00 93.00 119.00 537. 50 
TOTAL STDT CRDT "'s 3,708.00 6,189.50 6,108.00 4,357.00 7,00S.00 27,3'5.50 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
••• ORGANIZED SECTCOSl 4, 00 73. on 45. 00 27. 00 SO.OD 1.00 180.00 STDT CRDT HRS COS) 276. 00 1,908.00 888. 00 520.00 945. 00 4. 00 4,541.00 
STDT CRO HR TEN/TTCOS) 276. 00 1,430.00 886. 00 518.00 771. 00 4. 00 3,885.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 478.00 2. 00 2. 00 174.00 656.00 
AVG SIZE COS> 2S. 00 10.21 8.73 7.59 10 .66 4. 00 9. 77 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT (OS> 23. 00 9.06 9.06 7.80 9.70 4. 00 9.28 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 14.66 1.50 2. 00 19.33 13.47 
TOTAL SECTIONS 11.00 205.00 131.00 92 .00 94. 00 5. 00 538.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 371.00 2,881.00 1,414.00 770.00 1,318.00 29.00 6,783.00 
TOTALS 
••• ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 190. 00 409.50 543.69 361.00 340.50 38. 00 1,882.69 STDT CRDT HRS COS> 21.244.00 25,4,5.50 29,446.18 25,615.00 52,212.00 2,107.00 136,789.68 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 14,322,00 17,357.00 19,598.19 16,553.00 25,613.00 1,330.00 94,7!13.19 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 6,922.00 8,101.50 9,847.99 9,012.00 6,599.00 1,477.00 42,036.49 
AVG SUE COS> 38. 08 24 .62 20.16 22.94 31.59 25.84 25.65 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> 37.99 24 .64 19.42 20.88 S0.56 20. 50 24.93 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 38.29 24.58 21.87 27. 46 36.28 33,lB 27,40 
MAX SIZE (OS> 214-00 301.00 122.00 101.00 216.00 121.00 301.00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 213.00 672, 50 821.69 515.00 495.50 76. 00 2,793.69 
TOTAL STDT CRDT HRS 21,475.00 31,047.50 31,222.18 26,391.00 34,043.00 4,062.00 141,240.68 
XTEN/TT SCH LL (0$) 65.10 58, 07 55,15 s,.48 74.30 41.67 60.73 
XTEN/TT SCH UL COS) 65.34 72 .81 84.48 66.64 83.80 68.60 73.60 
XTEN/TT SCH ALL UL(OS) 67.92 74. 09 15.88 75.07 85.32 68.60 77.35 
XTEN/TT SCH 1006 (OS) 75.01 76. 06 87,02 85,96 87 .21 82.82 
XTEN/TT SCH GRAD (OSl 100,00 74.94 99.77 99,61 11-58 100.00 85.55 
XTEN/TT SCH TOTALCOS) 67.41 68.15 66.55 64.54 79,51 47.38 69.26 
C0047001 DECISION SUPPORT 
-
INSTRUCTION SIZE REPORT - SECOND WEEK 
""" 
DATE 02/12/2010 
SPRING 2010 • 20093 AS OF DATE 01/22/2010 
PAGE • LIBERAL ARTS CORE 
CAT l CAT 11 CAT II! CAT IV CATV CAT VI TOTAL 
LOWER LEVEL UNDERGRAD 
NO, ORGANIZED SECTCOS> 84.00 31-00 46. 00 67, 00 56. 00 284.00 
STOY CRDT HRS COS> 10,319.00 5,169.00 6,017.00 , .441. 00 1,441.00 3,,534.0D 
STOY CRD HR TEN/TTCDS> 3,131.00 2,970.00 3,941.00 4,317.00 6,129.00 21,265.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS> 6,551.00 2,199.00 2,139.00 2,054.00 2,319.00 15,269.00 
AVG SIZE COS) 40. 79 55.58 44.10 33.08 50.28 43.00 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS> u.2, o.oo 44.,l 38.'5 53.76 41.35 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 33.64 11.44 43.21 2,.91 42,94 37.50 
TOTAL SECTIONS 84. 00 31.00 4,. 00 '9.00 56. 00 28'.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
""' 
10,319.00 5,169.00 ,,011.00 6,614.00 1,441.00 H,777.00 
UPPER LEVEL UGRAD CHO lOOG) 
NO. ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 27.00 43.00 70.00 
STDT CRDT HRS COS) 2,615.00 2,305,00 4,990.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS) 2,196.00 1,503.00 3,699.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 489. 00 802. 00 1,291.00 
AVG SIZE COS) :n.u 22 .11 26,37 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 33,27 18. 19 24.51 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) 32, 60 31.61 31.94 
TOTAL SECTIONS 27.00 43,00 70.00 
TOTAL STDT CRDT 
""' 
2,615.00 2,305.00 4,990.00 
lOOG LEVEL 
NO, ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 
STDT CROY HRS cos, 
STOY CAD HR TEN/TTCOS) 
STOY CAD HR NONTENCOS) 
AVG SIZE COS) 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STOY CRDT 
""' 
GRADUATE LEVEL 
NO, ORGANIZED SECTCOS) 
STOT CRDT Hli:S COS> 
STOT CRD HR TEN/TTCOS> 
STOT CRD HR NONTENCOS) 
AVG SIZE COS) 
AVGi SIZE TEN/TT COS> 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS> 
TOTAL SECTIONS 
TOTAL STOT CROY 
""' 
TOTALS 
••• ORGiANIZED SECTCOS) 84. 00 51. 00 46.00 67.00 56.00 43. 00 354. 00 STDT CRDT HRS COS> 10,389.00 7,154.00 6,087.00 6,441.00 1,441.00 2,305.00 41,524.00 
STDT CRD HR TEN/TTCOSl 3,131.00 5,166.00 3,948.00 4,387.00 6,129.00 1,503.00 24,964.00 
STDT CRD HR NONTEN(OS> 6,ssa.oo 2,681.00 2,139.00 2,054.00 2,319.00 102. 00 16,560.00 
AVG SIZE COS) 40.79 45.13 44.10 33.08 50, 28 22.11 39. 71 
AVG SIZE TEN/TT COS) '5.26 39.13 44.61 38.65 53. 76 18, 19 41,97 
AVG SIZE NONTEN COS) U,64 64.00 43.21 26.91 42.94 31. 61 H.89 
MAX SIZE COS> 301.00 122.00 122. 00 101.00 215,00 42. 00 301,00 
TOTAL SECTIONS 84. 00 58. 00 46. 00 69.00 56. 00 43, 00 356, 00 
TOTAL STOY CROT HAS 10,389.00 7,854.00 6,087.00 6,684.00 8,448.00 2,305.00 41, 7'7. 00 
%TEN/TT SCH LL COS> 36.87 57.45 64.85 ,a.11 72,54 58,20 
%TEN/TT SCH UL COS) 81, 71 65.20 74 .12 
¾TEN/TT SCH ALL ULCOS) 81. 78 65.20 74.12 
XTEN/TT SCH 1006 COS> 
XTEN/TT SCH GRAD COS) 
XTEN/TT SCH TOTAL(OS) 36,87 65. 77 64.85 61.11 72, 54 65.20 60.11 
